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Abstract
The paper presents a brief description of algorithms for solving fuzzy multicriteria decision making problems. The evaluations of the alternatives by the
criteria can be real numbers by different scales, fuzzy preference relations by
each criterion or trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by the criteria. The weights of the
criteria can be real numbers, weighting functions or fuzzy relation between
the couples of criteria according to their importance. Different combinations
between the initial information may be used to solve the problems of choice or
ordering of the alternatives.
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1. Introduction. The fuzzy sets theory provides a useful way to approach
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problems. The new topic of the decision
making – fuzzy multi-criteria decision making (FMCDM) uses imprecise and fuzzy
data. The considered FMCDM algorithms use the following initial information:
a finite set of alternatives, among which a decision maker has to choose (choice
problem) or to rank (ranking problem); a finite set of judges or criteria on the
basis of which the alternatives are evaluated; a criteria importance, i.e. weights
of the criteria significances.
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The alternatives in decision making problems are usually evaluated from
different points of views that correspond to particular criteria. The criteria can
be crisp or fuzzy ones. The crisp criteria evaluations are assessed by means of crisp
numerical values. The fuzzy criteria are presented as fuzzy preference relations or
as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The weights of the criteria can be crisp or fuzzy as
well, i.e. crisp numerical values, weighting functions or a fuzzy weighting relation
between the couples of criteria according to their importance. The suggested
algorithms solve the problems of choice or ordering of the alternatives from the
“best” to the “worst” according to the given criteria evaluations, the weights of
the criteria and the chosen algorithm.
2. Brief description of the algorithms. Let
A = {a1 , . . . , ai , . . . , an }
be a set of alternatives, evaluated by the criteria
K = {k1 , . . . , kj . . . , km }
and the criteria weights be
W = {w1 , . . . , wj , . . . , wm }.
2.1. Algorithms by crisp criteria with real numbers as weighted coefficients (ATOKRI). The set of alternatives in these algorithms are evaluated
by several crisp criteria in different scales. The input data are given in matrix
form
X = [xij ] , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m,
where a real number xij is the evaluation of the alternative ai by criterion kj .
The weighted coefficients, i.e. the importance of the criteria kj , j = 1, . . . , m are
real numbers wj , j = 1, . . . , m, as well. The aim of these algorithms is to obtain
an ordering of alternatives from the best to the worst one on the basis of these
data.
2.1.1. Algorithm uniting the estimations of the alternatives by aggregation operators with weighted coefficients (ATOKRI1). As the evaluations by the criteria can be in different measure units then a uniform procedure
is requited. That is why, each column of the matrix X is transformed into a fuzzy
preference relation using the following transformation function, e.g. the following
fuzzy preference degrees are obtained from the k-th column:

1
if i = j




xik − xjk
µk (ai , aj ) =
 if i 6= j ,
0.5 + 



2 max{xik } − min{xik }

i
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where µk (ai , aj ), ai , aj ∈ A, k ∈ {k1 , k2 , . . . , km } is the fuzzy preference degree of
the alternative ai to aj by the criterion k. The corresponding fuzzy relations Rk ,
k = 1, . . . , m are obtained from each column of matrix X, i.e. a corresponding
fuzzy relation for the k-th criterion is:
(1)

Rk = [µk (ai , aj )] ,

i, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m.

Since some criteria can be minimized then the complements of corresponding
relations to these criteria are computed to be all criteria maximized, i.e. the values
of the elements of these relations are subtracted from one.
All relations Rk , k = 1, . . . , m are fused (aggregated) to obtain an aggregated
fuzzy relation R with the following matrix:
(2)

R = [µ(ai , aj )] ,

i, j = 1, . . . , n.

Every element of this matrix is computed by means of aggregation operators
with weighted coefficients w1 , . . . , wj , . . . , wm . The following operators are used
with values µk (ai , aj ) from (1):
(3)

µ(ai , aj ) =

m
X

wk µk (ai , aj ), where 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1,

k=1

(4)

µ(ai , aj ) =

m
Y

m
X

wk = 1 [13 ].

k=1

[µk (ai , aj )]wk , where 0 < wki ≤ 1,

k=1

m
X

wk = 1 [14 ].

k=1

The weighted coefficients for these two operators are normalized, i.e. they
are transformed to values in the interval [0,1] and their sum is equal to one.
(5)

µ(ai , aj ) = max {min(µk (ai , aj ), wk )}, where
k

0 ≤ wk ≤ 1, max {wk } = 1, k = 1, . . . , m [15 ].
k

(6)

µ(ai , aj ) = min {max(µk (ai , aj ), 1 − wk )}, where
k

0 ≤ wk ≤ 1, max {wk } = 1,
k

k = 1, . . . , m [15 ].

The weighted coefficients for these two operators are normalized as well, i.e.
they are transformed to values in the interval [0,1] and the maximal value of them
is equal to one.
4
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Four aggregated relations are obtained, i.e. four matrices of the kind R(2).
These matrices are transformed to matrices R′ as follows [16 ]:
(7)

if µ(ai , aj ) ≥ µ(aj , ai ),

then µ′ (ai , aj ) = µ(ai , aj ) and µ′ (aj , ai ) = 0.
The obtained matrices R′ are preordered into triangular ones that present
the orderings of the alternatives from the best to the worst according to the
chosen aggregation operator. The algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [7, 9 ].
2.1.2. Algorithm uniting the estimations of the alternatives by aggregation operators without weighted coefficients (ATOKRI2). The difference with ATOKRI1 consists in the choice of the aggregation operators. Here
operators are used in the mathematical expression of which the weighted coefficients are not presented. If the weights of the criteria are not given, then the
first steps of the algorithm ATOKRI1 is used to obtain the fuzzy relations Rk ,
k = 1, . . . , m (1) and to transform the relations corresponding to the minimized
criteria. The aggregated relations are computed with the help of the following
operators in this case [13 ]:
(8)

µ(ai , aj ) = α max{µk (ai , aj )} + (1 − α) min{µk (ai , aj )}, .
k

α ∈ [0, 1],

k

i, j = 1, . . . , n,

k = 1, . . . , m

m

(9)

µ(ai , aj ) =

λ X
µk (ai , aj ) + (1 − λ) min{µk (ai , aj )},
k
m
k=1

λ ∈ [0, 1],

i, j = 1, . . . n.

(10)
µ(ai , aj ) =

" m
#1−γ "
#γ
m
Y
Y



1−
µk (ai , aj )
(1 − µk (ai , aj )) if µk (ai , aj ) 6= 0
k=1





0

k=1

.

otherwise

The values for µk (ai , aj ) are taken from (1) and the coefficients α, λ, γ are assigned
in addition. It can be experimented with their different values.
Three aggregated relations are obtained, i.e. three matrices of the kind R(2).
After that, the rest steps of the algorithm are followed, i.e. each of these matrices
are transformed to a matrix R′ taking into account (7). The obtained matrices R′
are preordered to triangular ones, which show the ranks of the alternatives from
the best to the worst one according to the chosen aggregation operator.
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The steps of the algorithm are different if the weighted coefficients are given.
The elements of the matrices Rk , k = 1, . . . , m (1) are transformed by the expressions [17 ]:
(11)

µ1k (ai , aj )) = (1 − wk ) + µk (ai , aj ) − (1 − wk )µk (ai , aj ),
i, j = 1, . . . , n

and
µ2k (ai , aj ) = wk µk (ai , aj )),

(12)

where µk (ai , aj ) is a corresponding element of the matrix (1). Two matrices Rk1 ,
Rk2 , k = 1, . . . , m are obtained for every relation Rk , k = 1, . . . , m:




i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Rk1 = µ1k (ai , aj ) , Rk2 = µ2k (ai , aj )

The aggregation operators (8), (9), (10) are used to obtain the aggregated
relations taking into account the new matrices:
µ(ai , aj ) = α max{µ2k (ai , aj )} + (1 − α) min{µ1k (ai , aj )},
k

k

α ∈ [0, 1],

k = 1, . . . , m.

m

µ(ai , aj ) =

λ X 2
µk (ai , aj ) + (1 − λ) min{µ1k (ai , aj )},
k
m
k=1

λ ∈ [0, 1],

µ(ai , aj ) =

 "m

 Y



k=1

0

#1−γ "

µ1k (ai , aj )

1−

m
Y

(1 −

k=1

#γ

µ2k (ai , aj ))

k = 1, . . . , m.

if µk (ai , aj ) 6= 0

.

otherwise

Three aggregated relations are obtained, i.e. three matrices of the kind R(2)
and the algorithm continues following the rest steps of ATOKRI1.
This algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [10 ].
3. Algorithm by crisp criteria with weighted coefficients – weighting
functions (ATOKRIF). The difference with the algorithms ATOKRI consists
in the choice of the weighted coefficients of the criteria. The suggested weighted
coefficients are weighting functions [18 ] in this case, i.e. f1 (x), . . . , fm (x), x ∈ [0, 1]
with arguments the elements of the corresponding matrices (1), e.g. the arguments
x of the function fk (x) are the elements of the matrix Rk .
The input data of this algorithm are fuzzy relations. If the relations are
obtained with the help of the algorithm ATOKRI1 then they possess the required
properties to solve the problem of ordering of the alternatives. If the relations are
given by experts then these relations have to be tested for the required properties.
Compt. rend. Acad. bulg. Sci., 63, No 7, 2010
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If they do not possess the defined properties then the corresponding matrices are
transformed into matrices of the fuzzy relations with required properties. The
algorithm MMTRR considered below is used for this purpose. Let the obtained
relations by the algorithm ATOKRI1 or the given relations by experts be Rk , k =
1, . . . , m. The weighting functions are assigned with the help of corresponding
parameters possessing required properties [18 ]:
Linear functions:
(13) fk (x) = 1 + βk x

with parameters

0 ≤ βk ≤ 1,

k = 1, . . . , m,

m ≥ 2;

Parametric linear functions:
(14)

fk (x) = αk

1 + βk x
= γk (1 + βk x),
1 + βk

where
0 < αk ≤ 1,

0 ≤ βk ≤ 1,

γk =

αk
,
1 + βk

k = 1, . . . , m;

Quadratic functions:
fk (x) = 1 + (βk − γk )x + γk x2 ,

(15)
with parameters

βk ≥ 0,

γk ≥ 0,

k = 1, . . . , m.

The functions’ parameters are different for the separate functions and they
have not a relationship between them.
New membership degrees are computed for each relation Rk , k = 1, . . . , m
taking into account the corresponding weighting function as follows [18 ]:


1
if ai = aj


µw
i, j = 1, 2, 3, k = 1, 2,
k (ai , aj ) =
fk (µk (ai , aj ))µk (ai , aj )


if ai 6= aj

S(ai , aj )
where S(ai , aj ) =

m
X

fk (µk (ai , aj )), and fk (•) is a weighting function from (13),

k=1

(14), (15). Therefore, the following matrices Rkw = [µw
k (ai , aj )], k = 1, . . . , m are
obtained.
These matrices are aggregated into one matrix R (2) which elements are computed summing up the corresponding elements of the matrices Rkw , k = 1, . . . , m.
On the base of this matrix R, the rest steps of the algorithm ATOKRI1 follow.
Therefore, R is transformed into a matrix R′ taking into account (7). The obtained matrix R′ is preordered into a triangular matrix, which shows the rank
ordering of the alternatives according to the chosen weighting function.
The algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [12 ].
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4. Algorithm for aggregation of fuzzy relations between alternatives
and a fuzzy relation between the weights (importance) of the criteria
(ARAKRI). The evaluations of the criteria can be: as crisp data of the matrix
X = [xij ], i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m and/or as fuzzy relations (1). The fuzzy
relations between the couples of alternatives for the crisp criteria are computed
by the first steps of the algorithm ATOKRI1. If the criteria evaluations are fuzzy
relations then they are tested for required properties and after that they are
transformed into the relations with the required properties using the algorithm
ATARR, considered below. The weighted coefficients are given as a fuzzy relation
with defined properties:
(16)

W = [wij ],

wii = 0.5,

wij = 1 − wji ,

i, j = 1, . . . , m.

The aggregation of every couple of matrices (relations) Rk , k = 1, . . . , m,
including the corresponding elements of the matrix W (16) are computed with
the help of [19 ] and a new aggregation operator. For example, this new operator
fuses Ri and Rj taking into account the corresponding elements of the matrix
W . A new relation Rij is obtained and according to this operator Rij = Rji .
The number p of the new relations is equal to the composition of two elements
m(m − 1)
from m (number of criteria), i.e. p =
. The algorithm ATOKRI2 for
1.2
aggregation operators without weighted coefficients are used for fusion of these p
new relations. The rest steps of ATOKRI2 are followed.
This algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [11, 12 ].
5. Algorithms for fuzzy numbers as alternatives’ evaluations.
5.1. Algorithms for evaluations – fuzzy numbers by all criteria. The
input data for these algorithms have to be fuzzy or real numbers by all criteria
for all alternatives (real numbers are a private case of the fuzzy numbers). Two
approaches suggested to solve the problem of the decision making. The first approach uses a ranking function [24 ] to transform the fuzzy number into a real
index (ARAKRI1). The aggregation of these indices is computed by aggregation
operators in according with the given weighted coefficients of the criteria. The second approach (ARAKRI2) aggregates the fuzzy numbers directly with the help
of aggregation operators.
5.1.1. Algorithm with a ranking function (ARAKRI1). The evaluations of the alternatives by the criteria are fuzzy numbers written in matrix
firm:
h i
(17)
Ã = Ãij
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m,

where the fuzzy number Ãij = (a1ij , a2ij , a3ij , a4ij ) is the evaluation of the i-th alter-

native by the j-th criterion and a1ij ≤ a2ij ≤ a3ij ≤ a4ij are real numbers. The fuzzy
numbers can be from different scales for the separate criteria.
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If the evaluations are from different scales and they are not in the interval
[0,1], then a procedure for an unification and a normalization of the fuzzy numbers
is performed. This procedure does not change the order of the fuzzy numbers.
Let [20 ] amax
= max{a4ij }, amin
= min{a1ij }, da = amax
−amin
j
j
j
j , then the unified
i

i

1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 ), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m
and normalized fuzzy numbers Z̃ij = (zij
ij ij ij
is computed by the expression:

Z̃ij = (Ãij − amin
j )/da,

i = 1, . . . , n,

j = 1, . . . , m.

If one part of the criteria is maximized, and the other part is minimized, then
the complements of the fuzzy numbers to the fuzzy number (1,1,1,1) for these
minimized criteria are computed to be the criteria from the same kind. Then, the
indices F (Z̃ij ) of the unified and normalized fuzzy numbers are computed using
the following ranking function:
(18)

F (Z̃ij ) = kF1 (Z̃ij ) + (1 − k)F2 (Z̃ij ),
F1 (Z̃ij ) = a1ij +

F2 (Z̃ij ) = a4ij −

k ∈ [0, 1], where

(a4ij − a1ij ) + (a3ij − a2ij )
1
,
×q
2
(a4ij − a3ij )2 + 1
(a4ij − a1ij ) + (a3ij − a2ij )
1
×q
.
2
(a2ij − a1ij )2 + 1

Therefore, the transformed evaluations are already real numbers and the
classical problem for decision making is obtained.
• If the criteria have equal weights then the aggregation operators without weighted coefficients are used, i.e. the algorithm ATOKRI2 with matrices –
columns has to be used;
• If the weights of the criteria are different real numbers, then aggregation operators with weighted coefficients are used (algorithm ATOKRI1) or aggregation
operators without weighted coefficients are used but after weighted transformations of the evaluations (algorithm ATOKRI2 with matrices – columns).
• If the weights of the criteria are real functions then the algorithm ATOKRIF
is used.
The algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [8, 16, 21, 22 ].
5.1.2. Algorithm for aggregation of fuzzy numbers directly
(ARAKRI2). This algorithm uses the aggregation operators and operations
between fuzzy numbers to fuse the fuzzy numbers by all criteria corresponding to
the separate alternatives. The first steps are the same as the ones in the algorithm
ARAKRI1. The maximal and the minimal fuzzy number from a given series of
those numbers are obtained from the matrix (17) with the indices of unified and
normalized fuzzy numbers.
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• If the criteria have equal weights then the aggregation operators without
weighted coefficients are used, i.e. the algorithm ATOKRI2;
• If the assign weights of the criteria are different real numbers, then they
are normalized and the aggregation operators with weighted coefficients are used
(algorithm ATOKRI1) or aggregation operators without weighted coefficients are
used but the fuzzy numbers are multiple with the corresponding weighted coefficients (algorithm ATOKRI2).
Aggregated fuzzy numbers corresponding to the alternatives are obtained as
a result of these computations. After that, these fuzzy numbers have to be ordered
by greatness. The indices (18) of these aggregated evaluations are computed for
this purpose. Then, the order of alternatives corresponds to the ordering of the
obtained indices.
The algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [6, 8, 23 ].
5.2. Algorithm for mixed information (ARAKRI3). Let the set of
alternatives be evaluated by different criteria, e.g. crisp evaluations, fuzzy relations, fuzzy numbers. This heterogeneous information has to be reduced to one
measureless scale. A based approach to uniform the information is to obtain fuzzy
relations from the given data comparing the evaluations of the couples of alternatives for every criterion. The algorithm ARAKRI3 computes the fuzzy relations
for the criteria which evaluate alternatives by fuzzy numbers. Every couple of
fuzzy numbers can be compared using the index (18) to obtain the membership
degree of the given couple to a fuzzy relation. The algorithm ARAKRI1 is used
to compute the indices (18) of the fuzzy numbers from the matrix with unified
and normalized fuzzy numbers. After that, the following value is computed for
every couple ai , aj of alternatives for every criterion (e.g. for the k-th criterion):
µk (ai , aj ) = 0.5 +

F (Z̃ik ) − F (Z̃jk )
,
2(Fkmax − Fkmin )

where Fkmax , Fkmin are the indices of the greatest and the smallest fuzzy number
for the set of fuzzy numbers corresponding to the k-th criterion.
In this way, a fuzzy relation (1) is obtained corresponding to every criterion with fuzzy numbers as the alternatives’ evaluations. The so obtained fuzzy
relations are used for calculations in the algorithms for criteria with mixed information ATOKRI.
The algorithm is based on the investigations, published in [6 ].
6. Algorithms for testing and obtaining of the fuzzy relations with
defined properties. 6.1. Algorithm MMTRR for max-min transitive
fuzzy relations.
A) The algorithm tests a fuzzy relation for the max-min transitive property,
i.e. if the fuzzy relation is R = krij k, rii = 1, i, j = 1, . . . , n whether rij ≥
min(rik , rkj )}, ∀i, j, k = 1, . . . , n.
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B) The algorithm transforms a given relation R to a max-min transitive
relation. It uses the definition of the transitive closure of a fuzzy relation R , i.e.
the transitive fuzzy relation RT , that contains R and RT = R ∪ R2 ∪ · · · ∪ Rn .
6.2. Algorithm ATARR for additive transitive reciprocal relations.
A) The algorithm tests a fuzzy reciprocal relation for additively transitive
property, i.e. if R = krij k, rii = 0.5, rij = 1 − rji , i, j = 1, . . . , n, then whether
rij + rjk + rik = 1.5 ∀i, j, k = 1, . . . , n.
B) The algorithm constructs an additively transitive relation from a given
reciprocal relation. An algorithm given in [3 ] is used.
7. Arrangement of the programme package containing the FMCDM
algorithms. The input data for the package are:
• n = a number of alternatives;
• m = a number of criteria;
• numbers of criteria with homogeneous evaluations, for example m1 = a
number of crisp criteria, m2 = a number of criteria, that evaluate the alternatives with fuzzy relations, m3 = a number of criteria with evaluations
fuzzy numbers, where
m1 + m2 + m3 = m,

m1 , m2 , m3 = 0, . . . , m.

• m1 = m means that all criteria are crisp;
• m2 = m means that all criteria assign fuzzy relations;
• m3 = m means that all criteria assign fuzzy numbers for alternatives’
evaluations;
— evaluations of the alternatives by the criteria as follows:
• the evaluations for the crisp criteria have to be written as the elements of
the matrix
X = [xij ] , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m;
• for the fuzzy relations have to be written in the matrix form (1);
• for the fuzzy numbers have to be written as (17);
— weighted coefficients of the criteria can be:
• real numbers w1 , . . . , wj , . . . , wm ;
• parameters of the real functions f1 (x), . . . , fm (x), x ∈ [0, 1], where fj (x),
j = 1, . . . , m are functions of the kind (13), (14), (15);
• a matrix of the fuzzy preference relation W (16) between the criteria’
importance.
It is possible to use the following combinations of input data:
A) All criteria are crisp, i.e. m1 = m and the weighted coefficients are real
numbers w1 , . . . , wm – the crisp evaluations by the criteria are transformed into
fuzzy preference relations with defined properties and the computations are completed with the help of the algorithm ATOKRI1 or the algorithm ATOKRI2,
where weighted transformations of the obtained fuzzy relations by ATOKRI1 are
Compt. rend. Acad. bulg. Sci., 63, No 7, 2010
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performed and after that aggregation operators without weighted coefficients are
used;
B) All criteria are crisp, i.e. m1 = m and the weighted coefficients of the
criteria are equal, i.e. the criteria are without weights – the crisp evaluations by
the criteria are transformed into fuzzy preference relations with defined properties
and the computations are completed with the help of the algorithm ATOKRI2;
C) All criteria are crisp, i.e. m1 = m and the weighted coefficients of the
criteria are real functions f1 (x), . . . , fm (x), x ∈ [0, 1] – the crisp evaluations by
the criteria are transformed into fuzzy preference relations with defined properties
and the computations are completed with the help of the algorithm ATOKRI1,
after that the algorithm ATOKRIF is used;
D) All criteria are crisp, i.e. m = m1 and a fuzzy preference relation between
the criteria’ importance W is given – the crisp evaluations by the criteria are
transformed into fuzzy preference relations with defined properties and the computations are completed with the help of the algorithm ATOKRI1, after that the
algorithm ARAKRI is used;
E) All criteria give fuzzy preference relations between the couples of alternatives, i.e. m = m2 and the weighted coefficients are real numbers w1 , . . . , wm – the
fuzzy relations are tested for defined properties by the algorithm MMTRR and
those of them that do not possess the required properties are transformed into new
relations holding these properties. The aggregation operators with weighted coefficients given in the algorithm ATOKRI1 are used and/or the algorithm ATOKRI2
is used, where weighted transformations of the obtained by MMTRR fuzzy relations are performed. Aggregation operators without weighted coefficients are
used, after that;
F) All criteria give fuzzy preference relations between the couples of alternatives, i.e. m = m2 and the weighted coefficients are real functions f1 (x), . . . , fm (x),
x ∈ [0, 1] (all of them have to be linear, or parametric linear, or quadratic functions) – the fuzzy relations are tested for defined properties by the algorithm
MMTRR and those of them that do not possess the required properties are transformed into new relations holding these properties. The algorithm ATOKRIF is
used, after that;
G) All criteria give fuzzy preference relations between the couples of alternatives, i.e. m = m2 and a fuzzy preference relation between criteria’ importance
W is given, as well – the fuzzy relations are tested for defined properties by the
algorithm ATARR and those of them that do not possess the required properties are transformed into new relations holding these properties. The algorithm
ARAKRI is used, after that;
H) All criteria assign fuzzy numbers as evaluations of the alternatives, i.e.
m = m3 and the weighted coefficients are real numbers w1 , . . . , wm – the algorithms ARAKRI1 and/or ARAKRI2 can be used;
I) All criteria assign fuzzy numbers as evaluations of the alternatives, i.e. m =
990
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m3 and the weighted coefficients are real functions f1 (x), . . . , fm (x), x ∈ [0, 1]
(all of them have to be linear, or parametric linear, or quadratic functions) – the
algorithms ARAKRI1 and/or ARAKRI2 can be used. The algorithm ATOKRIF
is required, after that;
J) The criteria are different, i.e. m = m1 +m2 +m3 . The algorithm ATOKRI1
is used for the criteria with the number m1 , the algorithm MMTRR is required
for the criteria with the number m2 and the algorithm ARAKRI3 is used for
the criteria with the number m3 . Since all algorithms transformed the initial
information into fuzzy preference relations then the following computations are
reduced to the cases E), F), G) according to the given weighted coefficients.
The output data for the package are fuzzy preference linear orderings of the
alternatives from the best to the worst one according to the chosen approach, the
aggregation operator or the given weighted coefficients. These linear orderings are
fuzzy, because they show the preference degrees of one alternative before other,
too.
8. Concluding remarks. The suggested programme package works into
the Excel area and it contains the traditional algorithms for solving FMCDM
problems as well as the author’s algorithms. Different input data may be used and
different ordering may be obtained according to the chosen algorithms, weighted
coefficients and parameters of the aggregation operators. The package is examined
for the purpose of projects [1 ] directed towards researching and developing of the
models in multi-criteria Decision Support Systems (DSS).
The diffusion of the fuzzy sets theory into the MCDM methods and the review of the published papers show that the programme package of such kind do
not perform, as may be seen in [1, 2, 4, 5 ]. The recent developments and algorithms
in the area of FMCDM are considered in [2 ]. The last results of the investigations
connected with the MCDM problems are given in [1, 4 ]. One of the most significant events [5 ] in this area, the International Conference on Multiple Criteria
Decision Making, shows the original research results and the practical development experiences among FMCDM. The conference seeks solutions to challenging
problems facing the development of MCDM, and shapes future directions of research by promoting high quality, novel and daring research findings, important
contributions to MCDM and/or creative thinking towards the future development
of MCDM.
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